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Abstract - In this study the T-beam bridge is to be analysis on the staad pro software. A T-beam bridge is composite concrete structure which is composed of slab panel, longitudinal girder and cross girder. This project looks on the work of analysis and design of bridge deck and beam on software the specific bridge model is taken of a particular span and carriageway width the bridge is subjected to different IRC loadings like IRC Class AA, IRC Class 70R tracked loading etc. in order to obtain maximum bending moment and shear force. From the analysis it is observed and understand the behavior of bridge deck under different loading condition and comparing the result. The different codes of design will be use in this project are IRC5-2015, IRC 6-2016, IRC 112-2011, IRC 21-2000.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A bridge is a structure having a total length of above 6m for carrying traffic or other moving loads across the obstacle, such as a Body of Water, valley, or Road, without closing the way underneath. The development of the country based on the infrastructure available in the country. Highway which allows the flow of human beings and vehicles is a major part of infrastructure. T-beam bridges forms the major proportion of bridges constructed on the highways. IRC codes are developed and used from time to time based on the research work carried out all over the world. It is constructed for the purpose of providing passage over the obstacle, usually something that can be across an object. There are many different types of designs that each serve a particular purpose and apply to different situations. Designs of bridges depending on the function of the bridge, the nature of the terrain where the bridge is constructed, and the material used to make it, and the funds available to build it. A bridge is a structure which is built over an obstacle and hence providing a passage without obstructing the object. The passage may be for a railway, a road, a pipeline, a valley, or a canal. The physical obstacle can be a road, railway, water bodies like river or a valley. The T-beam Bridge is best suited when the span ranged is between 10 to 25 m. T-beam are so called because the longitudinal girders and deck slabs are cast simultaneously to form a T shaped structure. The Superstructure consists of longitudinal girder, cross girder, deck slab, cantilever portion, footpath handrails and wearing coat. T-beam, used in construction, is a load-bearing structure of reinforced concrete with a T shaped in cross section. The top of the T-shaped cross section called as a flange or compression member for resisting compressive stresses. The bridge superstructure and other component of bridge, is subjected to a set of loadings condition which the component must with stand. The design of bridge is based on these loadings.

These loads may vary depending on duration, direction of action, type of deformation and nature of structural action such as (shear, bending, torsion etc.). In order to form a consistent basis for design, the Indian road congress (IRC) has developed a set of standard loading condition, which are taken into account while designing a bridge. A T-beam or beam and slab is constructed when the span is between 10-20 meter. The bridge deck essentially consists of a concrete slab monolithically cast over longitudinal girders so that T-beam prevails. The number of longitudinal girders depend on the width of road. Three girders are normally provided for two lane road bridge. IRC 21-2000 code is used for designing RCC road bridges and for precast bridges IRC 112 are used. Indian Roads Congress introduces new code of practice i.e. IRC 21 for designing of road bridges in India it is based on the working stress method and IRC 112 is based on the limit state method. IRC 112 contains both the bridge design, prestressed and Reinforced Concrete bridge design. They have mentioned in the annexure about working stress method. The main object of providing new code of practice for the concrete road bridge is to establish a common procedure for design and construction of road bridges in India which are based on the limit state method. In the present work the comparison between the ‘T-Beam Girder’ and ‘Box Girder’ is carried out. This is helpful when we have two kinds for girder which can be used for same span; in that case the most economical one is to be selected for construction. This comparison will give the clarity about selecting the type of deck based on the span keeping economy in consideration. Deck slab is that part of the flyover which bears the load passing over it and transmits the forces caused by the same to the substructure. It is important to select the suitable type deck slab for different spans keeping aesthetic appearance and economy in consideration. Flyover is a structure which allows the Road or Railway vehicles to pass over existing Road or Railway lines. The construction of Flyover is necessary where there is a heavy traffic congestion which results in delay for the
passengers. Construction of Flyover will reduce the delay and allow the vehicles to travel without interruption. As per the Indian standards IRC 92-1985, the Flyover or bridge is preferred when the PCU [Passenger Car Unit] value at the intersection exceeds 10,000. The planning of these structures has two important parts first is Traffic Assessment and second is layout and Structural design.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Mahanesh. S. Kamatagi, (Sep 2015), Worked on “Comparative Study of design of longitudinal girder of T-Beam Bridge” A simple span of T-beam bridge was analyzed by using staad pro. The study show that maximum bending moment is obtain while apply for class 70R vehicles loading. After getting the result the T-beam bridge is design by both the method i.e. (IRC21 &IRC112). It is noted that results obtained from finite element method is less as compared to the result obtained by working stress method. It is also noted that the design of bridge with IRC 112-2011 is economically compared to IRC 21. The modeling and analysis of RC T-beam bridge superstructure can be efficiently performed using staad pro and results in time saving. In design of concrete bridges IRC:112-2011 gives an economical design with a reliable safety margin since the design is based on probabilistic method of design. As compared to IRC:21-2000, designing the girders with IRC:112-2011, results in saving of longitudinal.

2.2 Abrar Ahmed, (July 2017) “Comparative Analysis and Design Of T- Beam and Box Girder” The analysis of T-beam girder by IRC specification showed that the results obtained by FEM method is economical than the one dimensions analysis. The comparative design of T-beam and Box Girder for span up to the 25m or below the result shows that the T-Beam Girder is more economical section but if span is greater than 25 m Box Girder is always suitable. By getting the result it is found that the torsional rigidity is higher in box girders as they have closed section. By the study it is also found that Comparative design of I-Section and Box Section concludes that the Box girder is found to be Costlier for 16.3 m Span whereas for span 31.4 m the box girder is economical. Comparative design of RCC and PSC sections concludes that the Shear force and bending moments for PSC T-beam girder are lesser than RCC T-beam Girder Bridge so it is always preferable to adopt PSC sections rather than RCC, which is economical and Suitable for spans 24m and above. Life span of Prestressed concrete structures is very more as compared to reinforced concrete structure and Steel structures.

2.3 Anushia K Ajay (June 2017), “Parametric Study On T-Beam Bridge” In this study the Single span two lane bridge is subjected to IRC class AA tracked loading by varying the span is analyzed using software. In this project parametric studies are conducted on various bridge super structural elements. The study is mainly focused on the economical depth of a longitudinal girder for different span of bridge. Graphs and diagrams are also developed which can be used as a handy tool in the design of T-Beam Bridge. The optimal of effective length to the effective depth (I/D) ratio for the economical design of longitudinal girder using LSMs is obtained as 14. Cost of girder will be increases if there is increase in grade of concrete and decreases when it is increase in thickness of deck slab so It is preferable to keep the thickness in between 170 mm and 200 mm.

2.4 David A.M. Jawad (2010), Study On “Analysis of The Dynamic Behavior Of T-Beam Bridge Decks Due to Heavyweight Vehicles” The study concluded the dynamic behavior of bridges due to vehicle loading has been the subject of considerable experimental and analytical research. The first important report on the matter was published in 1931 by a special committee of the ASCE. The recommendations of this committee, which were based on data obtained from a series of field tests, constitute the basis of American design specifications. In particular, it was recommended that the live load due to vehicles should be increased by an Impact Fraction (I0/ given by in which L is the loaded length in feet, and the maximum value of I is 0.25). The American Association of State Highway Officials conceived and sponsored a major experimental investigation in 1962 to determine the dynamic effects of moving vehicles on short span highway bridges. The standard specifications for highway bridges of AASHO. cite a variation on the impact fraction given by equation, whereby the maximum value of I should not exceed 0.3. In 1981, the ASCE committee on loads and forces. confirmed current AASHTO practice concerning live load impact, except that the term impact be replaced wherever appropriate in current design specifications by the more descriptive term dynamic allowance for traffic loading.

2.5 P.Veerabhadra Rao (Aug 2017), Study On “Analysis Of Girder Bridge With IRC And IRS Loadings - A Comparative Study” The study conduct on simply supported RC T-beam Bridge by rational method and finite element method using staad Pro. This study concluded that when it is compared with the Guy on Masssonet method Courbon’s Method gives the average result with respect to Bending Moment values in the longitudinal girder. The study also conclude that the bridge deck is analysis by both method grillage analogy as well as by finite element method. This study concluded that grillage analysis is easy to use and comprehend but analysis by finite element method, it is found that as compared to IRC the load per meter run of IRS loadings was increased by 210%. The Bending Moment due to IRS 25t Loading-2008 load combinations increased on an average of 4.6 times to the Bending Moment due to the IRC loading and Shear force and due to the IRS 25t Loading-2008 load combinations increased on an average of 3.2 times to the Shear force due to IRC load.
3. CONCLUSIONS

1. It helps to automate their task by eliminating the tedious and long procedures of manual method, this will help in saving the time.
2. The mistake done during the calculation of shear force, bending moment, and other parameters of design while calculating manually will be completed eliminated.
3. The required reinforcement and spacing for the bridge will be work out by analysis the value from staad pro.
4. This will give the complete study and Behavior of bridge Structure Under Different Loadings Condition on Staad Pro.
5. The software will be very helpful for constructing the economically structure.
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